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Circle Time 
Theme: Farm 

 
1. Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down Farm Facts 
 
   Materials: Chart paper and markers 
   Before beginning this activity; write farm facts and fiction list on chart  
   paper. A small list is provided for you however you can easily add to this  
   list.  
 

Farm Fact or Fiction List 
Chickens hatch from eggs 

Pigs are always pink 
Horses have manes 

Roosters like to swim 
Ducks have webbed feet 

Pigs are always pink 
Goats give milk 

Baby pigs are called piglets 
Roosters crow 

Horses sleep standing up 
Farmers are always men 

Ducks stay in barns 
 

   Directions: 
1. Introduce this activity by explaining to children the difference 

between fact (true) and fiction (not true). Explain to children 
that when you read a statement that is FACT they should give a  
thumbs up sign and when you read a statement that is FICTION 
they should give a thumbs down sign.  

2. Read from the Farm Fact or Fiction List using the “crisp pointing” 
technique (pointing to the first letter in each word). Encourage children 
to give the thumbs up or thumbs down sign after each statement is 
read. If the statement is fiction provided children with information 
 
that would make the statement fact. For example: Pigs are always pink. 
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Actually pigs can be brown, black and some even have spots. 
3. When you are finished with the provided list invite children to add 

more farm facts and fiction to the list. Spell each word as you write 
the  additions on chart paper. 

4. Count fact and fiction statements and compare which statements had 
the most and which statements had the least. 

 
VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.3 Exhibits auditory ability to facilitate learning 
II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
III.A.1 Demonstrates self-concept 
III.C.1 Interacts easily with familiar adults 
III.D.3 Participates in the group life of the class 
IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meanings 
IV.E.2 Initiates, asks questions and responds to adults and peers 
          in a variety of settings 
V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
VI.A.(a)3 Shows understanding by participating in the comparisons of  
          quantities 

 
2. Farm Zoo Animal Sort 
 
   Materials: Chart paper or poster board x2, realistic pictures of farm and   
    zoo animals or plastic farm and zoo animals.  
    
 
  Directions:  
1. Begin this activity by informing children that they will be sorting 

animals according to where they usually live. 
2. Write the word farm on one piece of chart paper/poster board and the 

word zoo on another piece of chart paper/poster board. Remember to 
spell the words out as you write them. 

3. Place the chart paper/ poster board in the middle of your circle. 
4. One at a time, show children the pictures and let them tell you where 

they usually live. Place the animals either on the farm paper or on the  
zoo paper. Encourage children to share their experiences that helped  
them determine where the animals live. 
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5. Count animals (touching each animal as you count it, have children count 
along with you) on both papers and help children determine which 
location has more the zoo or the farm. 

  
      VPK Standards Addressed: 
      I.A.1 Shows characteristics of good health to facilitate learning 
     II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
     II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
     III.A.1 Demonstrates self-concept 
     IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meanings 
     IV.E.1 Uses language to express needs and feelings, share experiences, 
               predict outcomes and solve problems 
     IV.E.3 Uses appropriate language and style for content 
     VI.A.(a)1 Demonstrates one to one correspondence  
     VI.A.(a)3 Shows an understanding by participating in the comparison of 
                quanitites 
     VI.A.(a)5 Counts and knows the sequence of number names (spoken) 
     VI.A.(f)2 Represents and analyzes data 
     VI.B.3 Makes comparisons among objects 
     VII.A.(d)2 Describe the location of things in the environment 
 
3. The Day the Goose Got Loose 
 
    Materials: The Day the Goose Got Loose book, chart paper and markers. 
 
   Directions: 

1. Before revealing the cover of the book, tell children the book’s title. 
2. Ask children if they think this book will describe a good day or a bad 

day. 
3. Reveal the book and have children predict what happens when the goose 

gets loose. Write predictions on chart paper. 
4. Read the book aloud to see if children’s predictions came true. 
5. Invite children to recall the sequence of events in the story. 

What happened first, second etc? 
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VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.3 Exhibits auditory ability to facilitate learning 
II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
III.C.1 Interacts easily with familiar adults 
III.D.3 Participates in the group life of the class 
IV.B.1 Speaks clearly enough to be understood without contextual clues 
IV.C.1 Uses an expanded vocabulary to describe many objects, actions  
         and events  

        IV.E.1 Uses language to express needs and feelings, share experiences, 
                  predict outcomes and solve problems 
        IV.E.3 Uses appropriate language and style for context 
        V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
        V.A.4 Shows an understanding of text read aloud 
 
4. Cock-a-Moo-Moo-Mix Up 

 
  Materials: Cock-a-Moo-Moo Book, chart paper and markers. 
 
  Directions: 
1. Ask children if they know what sound a rooster makes. After 

children demonstrate the sound, inform them that you will be reading  
a book in which the rooster forgets what sound him should make. 

    2. After reading the book, tell children that you are going to use 
        their name and it’s beginning sound to play a silly sound  word game. 
        Substitute the first letter of the children’s name for the first 
        letters in Cock-a-Doodle-Doo. Write the first letter of the children’s   
        name  chart paper as you do their silly Cock-a Doodle-Doo.       
        For example: Sammy and Suzy  Sock a Soodle Soo   
                             Tommy and Tina   Tock a Toodle Too 

3. Continue game until all children’s names have been used in the silly way. 
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VPK Standards Addresses: 
I.A.3 Exhibits auditory to facilitate learning 
II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
III.D.3 Participates in the group life of the class 
V.A.2 Shows appropriate phonological awareness 
V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
V.A.3 Shows alphabetic knowledge 
V.A.4 Shows an understanding of text read aloud 

 
 
5. Country Compound 
    
   Materials: Index cards, markers, pictures of listed items. 
   Cow, boy, girl, pig, pen, hay, stack, milk, man, barn, yard, farm, house,  
   butter, fly, straw, berry, bird, seed.  
   For example: Picture of cow on one card and picture of boy on another    
   card. Picture of pig on one card and picture of pen on another. 
 

Compound Word List 
Cowboy 
Cowgirl 
Pigpen 

Haystack 
Milkman 
Barnyard 

Farmhouse 
Butterfly 

Strawberry 
Birdseed 

 
  Directions: 
1. Introduce this activity by informing children that there are some 

words are made up of two different words but when put together they 
make a totally new word. Explain to children that these words are called 
compound words. Explain to children that the compound words you will 
be sharing today all have farm related words for one part of the 
compound word. 
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2. Show children the cow card then show them the boy card. Remind  
children that cow and boy are both words by themselves but when put 
together the two made a new compound word. Have children put one of 
their hands out for the word cow and the other hand out for the word 
boy. Then have them clap their hands together to make the word 
cowboy. (Remember this is different than clapping out syllables). 

3. Continue with other picture cards to create compound words. 
4. Ask children if they can think of any other compound words. 
 

VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.3 Exhibits visual ability to facilitate learning 
II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
III.C.1 Interacts easily with familiar adults 
III.D.3 Participates in the group life of the class 
IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meanings 
V.A.2 Shows age-appropriate phonological awareness 
VI.A.(a)1 Demonstrates one to one correspondence 
VIII.B.2 Uses eye-hand coordination to perform tasks 
 
 

   
Dramatic Play 
Theme: Farm 

 
1. Farm Chores 
 
Materials: Pail, stool, work gloves, overalls, flannel shirts, boots, straw hats, 
rakes, chart paper and markers. 
 
Directions: 

1. Introduce this activity by informing children that they will be 
pretending to perform chores or jobs that are done on a farm. 

2. Ask children if they can think of chores/jobs that are performed on a  
        farm. Document children’s answers on chart paper. 

3. After list of chores has been completed, show children the props 
that will you have provided for this activity. 
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    4.  Introduce and describe provided materials. For example: Pail is like a  
         bucket but pails are usually made out of metal. A stool is like a little  
        chair but it does not have a back etc.  
    5. Ask children if they can think of some farm chores they could do with    
        the props provided.   
    6. Invite children to dress up like farmers and perform farm chores. 
 
     VPK Standards Addressed: 
      I.B.1 Shows that basic physical needs are met 
      I.B.5 Performs some self-care tasks independently 
      II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
      III.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
      III.D.1 Interacts easily with one or more children 
      IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
      IV.C.2 Uses an expanded vocabulary to describe many objects, actions 
                and events 
      IV.D.2 Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas 
      IV.E.1 Uses language to express needs, and feelings, share experiences, 
                predict outcomes, and solve problems 
      VII.A.(a)1 Identifies, similarities, and differences in personal and 
                family characteristics 
      VII.A.(b)2 Describes some people’s jobs and what is required to  
                 perform them 
      VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
      VIII.B.1 Uses strength and control simple tasks 
 
2. Block Area Farm 
 
  Materials: Assorted unit blocks, micro-dramatic play animals & people,  
  fences, construction paper, scissors and farm animals. 
 
  Directions:  

1. Ask children to tell you what they know about farms. 
2. Discuss the different areas on the farm where animals would  

live. For example: Barn, corral, pen, pasture etc.   
3. Invite children to build their own farm. 
4. Asks students thinking questions as they build. 
5. Encourage children to label they farms. Pigpen, barn etc. 
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   VPK Standards Addressed: 
   II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
   III.A.2 Shows some self-direction 
   III.D.1 Interacts easily with one or more children 
   IV.B.1 Speaks clearly enough to be understood without contextual clues 
   IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meanings 
   IV.E.1 Uses language to express needs, and feelings, share   experiences, 
             predict outcomes, and solve problems 
   V.B.1 Shows motivation to engage in written expression 
   V.B.2 Uses letter-like shapes, symbols and letters to convey meaning 
   V.B.3 Demonstrates age-appropriate ability to write letters 
   VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
   VIII.B.1 Uses strength and control to perform simple tasks 
 
 
3. Farm Animal Headbands 

 
Materials: Poster board, construction paper, scissors, glue, markers, 
crayons, stapler, tape, chart paper. 

     Before beginning this activity; cut poster board into one inch strips and  
     staple or glue to create headbands. Use construction paper, markers and  
     glue to create ears in order to make headbands reflect farm animals. 
     Suggested headbands: Horse, roosters, duck, pig and rabbit. 
 
     Directions: 

1. Introduce this activity by informing children that they will be 
performing the actions of the farm animals reflected by the 
headbands. 

2. Show children the headbands and ask them to predict the animals  
that they reflect. 

3. After headband animals have been discussed; introduce the  
vocabulary for the actions. Write the animal names and actions  
on a piece of chart paper. 
Horse-gallop 
Rooster-strut 
Duck-waddle 
Pig-wallow 
Rabbit-hop 
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Demonstrate the actions. 
4. Invite children to choose headbands and  perform the corresponding 

actions. 
5. Invite children to find a friend that has a headband that matches  

theirs. Ask children to explain the similarities and differences in the 
headbands. 

      
      VPK Standards Addressed: 
      I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
      II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
      III.D.2 Develops special friendships 
      III.D.3 Participates in the group like of class 
      IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
      VI.B.(a)3 Makes comparisons among objects 
      VI.A.(e)4 Uses directions to move through space and find places in space 
      VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
      VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 
      VIII.A.2 Coordinates movements to perform simple tasks 
 
4. The Little Red Hen Reenactment  

 
  Materials: Book- Story props: The Little Red Hen, bowls, sifter, aprons,   
   spoons, potholders, bread pans, play dough. 
   Mask materials: Tag board, markers, crayons, glue etc. 
 
  Directions: 

1. Read the book The Little Red Hen. 
2. Ask children to recall the characters in the book.  
3. Invite children to create masks to reflect characters in the book. 
4. After masks have been created;  invite children to reenact the story 

The Little Red Hen using the provided props  
5. Ask children to recall the sequence of events in the story. Encourage 

use of ordinal positions (first, second, third etc.) 
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VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.1 Shows characteristics of good health to facilitate learning 
II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening  
IV.D.2 Initiates, asks questions and responds to adults in a variety of  
           settings 
V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
V.A.4 Shows understanding of text read aloud 
VI.A.(a)4 Shows understanding of and uses appropriate terms to describe 
         ordinal positions 
VI.B.(a)2 Uses simple tools and equipment for investigation 
VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
VIII.B.2 Uses eye-hand coordination to perform tasks 
 

 
 
5. Fantasy Farm 

  
Materials: Use Barn box and props created in art activity, stuffed farm 
animals, hay, overalls, straw hats, flannel shirts, stools, pails, paper, 
markers, crayons and pencils. 
 
Directions: 
1. Using barn box and props create a farm for children to enjoy. 
2. Remind children of farm vocabulary, For example: Barn, hay bale, stool, 

overalls, tractor, crops etc. 
3. Encourage children to use new vocabulary during their play. 
4. Invite children to keep record of their activities by drawing pictures 

and writing what they accomplish while engaged in dramatic play. 
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  VPK Standards Addressed: 
  I.B.5 Performs some self-care tasks independently  
  II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
  III.A.2 Shows some self-direction 
  III.D.1 Interacts easily with one or more children 
  IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
  IV.B.1 Speaks clearly enough to be understood without contextual clues 
  IV.C.2 Uses an expanded vocabulary to describe many objects actions and  
            events 
  IV.D.2 Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas 
  V.B.1 Shows motivation to engage in written expression 
  V.B.2 Uses letter-like shapes, symbols and letters to convey meaning 
  V.B.3 Demonstrates age-appropriate ability to write letters 
  VI.B.(a)1 Asks questions and uses senses to observe and explore materials  
          and natural phenomena  
  VII.A.(b)1 Describes some people’s jobs and what is required to perform  
           them 
  VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
  VIII.B.1 Uses strength and control to perform simple tasks 
  VIII.B.3 Shows beginning control of writing, drawing and art tools 

 
 

Art 
Theme: Farm 

 
1. Feathered Art 

 
Materials: Different types/sizes of feather dusters, realistic pictures of 
farm animals that have feathers, paint, paper, bowls/trays for paint, 
chart paper and markers 
 
Directions: 
1. Introduce this activity by showing children pictures of realistic farm  

animals that have feathers. For example: Chickens, ducks and geese. 
2. Ask children to identify the similarities and differences between the  

feathered farm animals.  
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3. Record children’s observations on chart paper. Remember to spell out 
words as you write them.  

4. Based on their observations, ask children if the feathered farm animals 
are more similar or different. 

5. Invite children to dip the feather dusters in paint and create their  
“feathered art”. 
 
VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.1 Shows characteristics of good health to facilitate learning 
II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
III.B.2 Uses classroom materials carefully 
III.D.3 Participates in the group life of the class 
IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
IV.B.1 Speaks clearly enough to be understood without contextual clues 
IV.D.3 Uses appropriate language and style for content 
VI.A.(f)2 Represents and analyzes data 
VI.B.(a)1 Asks questions and uses senses to observe and explore  
           materials and natural phenomena  
VI.B.(a)3 Makes comparisons among objects 
VII.B.(a)1 Uses a variety of art materials for tactile experience and  
           experiences 
VIII.B.3 Shows beginning control of writing, drawing and art tools 
 
  

2. Play dough Farm Animals 
 
Materials: Play dough in a variety of colors- pink, brown, black, white, 
yellow  (homemade play dough is the most economical)  paper plates, 
markers or paint (blue, brown, green) and realistic pictures of farm 
animals. 

 
  Directions: 
1. Introduce this activity by informing children that they will be creating  

farm animals of out play dough and that after they have created their 
animals they will be able to color or paint a plate. The color of the 
plate should reflect where the animal would by found on the farm. 
Blue= water    Green= grass      Brown= mud/dirt 
For example: Duck would be placed on a blue paper plate. 
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Cow would be placed on a green paper plate. 
Pig would be placed on a brown paper plate. 

2. Invite children to create farm animals and the color the paper plates. 
3. Provided realistic farm animal pictures for children who have had 

fewer experiences with farm animals.  
4. Encourage language by asking children thinking questions while they 

are working. 
5. Facilitate mathematical thinking by encouraging children to count the    
     animals on each colored plate.  Ask children which color plate has the  
     most animals. 
 
    VPK Standards Addressed: 
    I.A.2 Demonstrates visual ability to facilitate learning 
    II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
    III.A.2 Shows some self-direction 
    IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meaning 
    VI.A.(a)1 Demonstrates understanding of one to one correspondence 
    VI.A.(a)3 Shows understanding by participating in the comparison of  
                quantities 
    VI.B.(a)3 Makes comparisons among objects 
    VII.A.(d)1 Demonstrates the location of things in the environment 
    VII.B.(a)1 Uses a variety of art materials of tactile experience and  
                    exploration 
    
3. Farmer, Farmer What Do You See? Book 

 
       Materials: Markers, crayons paper/tag board, stapler, shower curtain  
       rings or three ring binder and Brown Bear, Brown Bear book.   
 
       Directions: 

1. Read the book Brown Bear, Brown Bear to the children. 
2. Explain that in this activity the children will be authoring and 

illustrating a book entitled “Farmer, Farmer What Do You See?” 
3. Invite children to draw pictures of farm animals. When pictures 

are completed encourage children to author their page as part of the 
class book. 

4. If children are able to write the words themselves allow them to do           
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so however, you may also take children’s dictation. Remind children to 
follow the pattern of the book.  For example: “Brown cow, brown cow 
what do you see?” “I see a pink pig looking at me.” 

       5. Encourage children to write their names on their pages. 
5. When the pages are completed, bind the book together by stapling, 

hooking together with shower curtain rings or placing them in a three 
ring binder.  

6. Read book to class. Have them “read” book along with you. 
7. Ask children if they can recall what animals were found first, 

second, third in their book. 
 

VPK Standards Addressed: 
            I.A.2 Demonstrates visual ability to facilitate learning 
            II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
            II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
            III.A.2 Shows some self-direction 
            III.D.3 Participates in the group life of class 
            V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
            V.A.4 Shows understanding of text read aloud 
            V.B.1 Shows motivation to engage in written expression 
            V.B.2 Uses letter-like shapes, symbols and letters to convey meaning 
            V.B.3 Demonstrates age-appropriate ability to write letters 
            VI.A.(a)6 Shows understanding of and uses appropriate terms to  
                    describe ordinal positions   

VI.A.(c)1 Recognizes pattern and non-patterns 
VIII.B.3 Shows beginning control of writing, drawing and art tools 

 
4. Corn Cob Painting 
 

Materials: Ears of corn, paper plates/trays, paper, paint in a variety of 
colors. Before beginning this activity; take kernels off some of the corn 
cobs. 
 
Directions: 
1. Introduce this activity by informing children that they will be 

painting with something that is grown on a farm “a crop”. This crop 
can be used consumed by some farm animals or by humans.  
Introduce new vocabulary: kernel, cob and ear. 
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2. Place paint on paper plates or trays. Allow children to roll ears of 
corn in the paint and roll onto paper. 

3. Encourage children to describe the similarities and differences 
between the cobs that have the kernels and  cobs that do not. 

4. Notice and comment on the directions the children are moving the  
cobs. Noting whether they are moving the cob vertically , 
horizontally and/or diagonally.  

 
           VPK Standards Addressed: 
          II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner  
          III.A.1 Demonstrates some self-direction 
          IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meaning 
          IV.C.2 Uses an expanded vocabulary to describe many objects, actions 
                    and events 
          VI.A.(e)3 Understands and can tell the differences between  
                    orientation terms such as horizontal, diagonal and vertical 
         VI.B.1 Ask questions and uses sense to observe and explore materials 
                   and natural phenomena  
         VI.B.3 Makes comparisons among objects 
         VII.B.(a)1 Uses a variety of art materials for tactile experiences and  
                     exploration  
         VIII.B.2 Uses eye-hand coordination to perform tasks  

  
 
 
5. Painting the Farm 

 
  Materials: Several cardboard boxes in various sizes, large pieces of  
  cardboard, paint, paintbrushes, chart paper, marker and realistic pictures 
  of farm items/equipment. For example: Barns, bales of hay, animals, silos,       
  tractors etc. 
 
 Directions: 
1. Introduce this activity by informing children that they will be painting  

the boxes to create a farm scene. Have children help to create a  
list of items they want to create. Write items on chart paper. Have 
children predict the beginning letter of each listed word. Then have 
children clap out of the syllables in each of the listed words. 
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2. Allow children to paint the boxes and cardboard to reflect listed farm  
items. 

3. Provide realistic pictures for inspiration if needed. 
4. Encourage language development by asking children to describe the  

farm items they are painting. 
   5. Invite children to label the farm items where they are completed. 
     
       VPK Standards Addressed: 
       I.A.2 Demonstrates visual ability to facilitate learning 
       II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
       II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
       III.A.2 Shows some self-direction 
       IV.B.1 Speaks clearly enough to be understood without contextual clues 
       IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meaning 
       IV.E.2 Initiates, asks questions and responds to adults in a variety 
                 of settings 
      V.A.2 Shows age-appropriate phonological awareness 
      V.B.1 Shows motivation to engage in written expression 
      V.B.2 Uses letter-like shapes, symbols and letters to convey meaning 
      V.B.3 Demonstrates age-appropriate ability to write letters 
      VI.A.(a)1 Demonstrates one to one correspondence  

  VII.B.(a)1 Uses a variety of art materials for tactile experiences 
               and exploration 
   VIII.B.1 Uses strength and control to perform simple tasks 
   VIII.3 Shows beginning control of writing, drawing and art tools 

 
 

   Outdoor 
Theme: Farm 

 
1. Eye Dye Station 
    
    Materials: Chart paper, hard boiled eggs, bowls, water, paper towels, egg    
    dye or food coloring, markers, crayons, paint and small brushes. 
    Before beginning this activity write procedure, along with pictures, that  
    you want children to follow and prepare egg dye. 
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   Directions:  

1. With a small group of children, read the procedure chart.  
2. Allow children to dye eggs. 
3. Ask questions that encourage language. For example: “What do you 

think will happen when you put the egg into the dye?” “Do you know 
what the outside of the egg is called?” “What color do think your the 
shell will be?” 
Ask children what kind of eggs they eat that their house. Remind 
children that eggs are a healthy food choice.  

4. After eggs are dyed, dry the eggs or continue activity after eggs have 
air dried. 

5. Invite children to write their names on their eggs with crayons, 
markers or paint. 

6. Allow children to decorate their eggs using crayons, markers or paint. 
7. Continue activity until all children have dyed and decorated an egg. 
 
Activity Extension: 
Hide eggs and have children participate in an egg hunt. 
Purchase plastic eggs and allow children to hide and hunt eggs. 
 
VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.B.1 Makes wise food choices 
II.A.1 Shows some eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
III.A.1 Demonstrates self-concept 
III.A.2 Shows some self-direction 
IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meaning 
V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
V.B.1 Shows motivation to engage in written expression 
V.B.2 Uses letter-like shapes, symbols and letters to convey meaning 
V.B.3 Demonstrates age-appropriate ability to write letters 
VI.B.(a)1 Asks questions and uses senses to observe and explore materials  
        and natural phenomena 
VIII.B. 1 Uses strength and control to perform simple tasks 
VIII.B.3 Shows beginning control of writing, drawing and art tools.  
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2. Sidewalk Chalk Farm 
 
    Materials: Sidewalk chalk and realistic pictures of farm animals. 
    Before beginning this activity; use sidewalk chalk to draw a large picture 
    of a barn, pasture and pond on sidewalk, carport, patio or other large        
    concrete space. 
 
   Directions: 

1. Introduce this activity by informing children that you have provided  
the barn, the pasture and the pond for the farm animals and that their 
job will be to draw the farm animals either in the barn, in the pasture, 
or in the pond. 

2. Invite children to add animals where they would be found on the farm. 
For example: Duck/ in the pond   Horse/in the barn   Cow /in the 
pasture. 

3. Provide children access to realistic pictures if needed. Reminder: 
Children who have few experiences need exposure to many realistic 
pictures. 

4. Encourage language by asking open-ended questions. 
For example: Why do you think the pig would go in the barn? Why 
wouldn’t the cow go in the pond? 

5. Introduce new vocabulary by discussing the animal’s characteristics. 
For example: “Remember a pig’s nose is called snout.” “The horse has 
hair in his neck. It is called a mane.” “Ducks have beaks and webbed 
feet.” 

6. Allow children to add to the farm scene.  
7. Add another barn, pasture and/or pond as needed. 

  
   VPK Standards Addressed: 
    I.A.2 Demonstrates visual ability to facilitate learning 
    II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
    III.D.1 interacts easily with one or more children 
    IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
    IV.C.2 Uses an expanded vocabulary to describe many objects actions and  
               events 
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    V.B.1 Shows motivation to engage in written expression 
    VII.A.(d)1 Describes the location of things in the environment 
    VII.B(a)1 Uses a variety of art materials for tactile experience and  
                exploration 
   VIII.B.1 Uses strength and control to perform simple tasks 
   VIII.B.3 Shows beginning control of writing, drawing and art tools 
 
 
3. Tractor/Trike Wash 
 
   Materials: Buckets/pails, water, soap, scrub brushes, rags (for drying) 
   tractors and/or trikes and a realistic picture of a tractor. 
 
  Directions: 
1. Introduce this activity by letting children know that one farm “chore” is 

taking care of the farm equipment.  
2. Share the realistic picture of the tractor with the children. Explain to    

children that a tractor is an important piece of farm equipment. It 
helps farmers prepare the land so they can plant the crops etc. 

3. Tell children that in this activity they will be washing “their” farm  
equipment (the tractors and trikes provided). 

4. Invite children to use the soapy water and scrub brushes to clean their 
tractors and trikes. 

5. Encourage children to dry tractors and trikes after they have been  
washed. 

      VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.1 Shows characteristics of good health to facilitate learning 
I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
III.B.2 Uses classroom materials carefully 
III.D.1 Interacts easily with one or more children 
IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
VI.B.(a)1 Asks questions and uses senses to observe and explore  
           materials and natural phenomena 
VII.A.(b)2 Describes some people’s jobs and what is takes to perform 
           them 
VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 
VIII.A.2 Coordinates movements to perform simple tasks 
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4. Horse Shoe Toss 
 
   Materials: Cardboard, scissors, hula hoop/ placemat (something for  
   children to throw the horseshoes onto)  measuring  tape, pencils, clipboard           
   and paper. 
   Before beginning this activity; cut several horseshoe shapes out of  
   cardboard. Color the 2 sets of horseshoes 2 different colors. 
   
   Directions: 

1. Introduce this activity by telling children that they will be playing a 
game called horseshoes. Ask children if they can think of the reason  
that horses  to wear shoes. Inform children that horses wear shoes to 
protect their hooves, their feet. We wear shoes for the same reason. 

2. Explain that although horses were horseshoes there is also a game 
called horseshoes.  

3. Using measuring tape, place target about 3 feet from where children 
will be tossing the horseshoes. Inform children that the measuring tape  
is a tool used to measure things. 

4. Invite children, 2 at a time, to toss the horseshoes onto the target. 
Each child should have a different colored set of horseshoes. 

5. Add language to this activity by using describing words to help children 
understand where their horseshoes are in relation to the target. For 
example: “That horseshoe went a little above the target.” “That 
horseshoe went in little under the target.” “That one is inside the 
target.” “Next time try tossing it gently.” 

6. Invite children to count how many of their horseshoes were inside the  
target area and how many were outside the target area. Ask them 
which group has more/less. 

7. Invite children to write their names on paper and record their scores. 
Sally- 2   Billy-5 

 
VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.2 Demonstrates visual ability to facilitate learning 
I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
II.D.1 Shows some planning and reflection 
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III.A.1 Demonstrates self-concept 
IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meanings  
V.B.1 Shows motivation to engage in written expression 
V.B.2 Uses letter-like shapes, symbols and letters to convey meaning 
V.B.3 Demonstrates age-appropriate ability to write letters 
VI.A.(a)1 Demonstrates meaning of one to one correspondence 
VI.A.(a)3 Shows an understanding by participating in the comparisons 
        of quantities 
VI.A.(a)4 Assigns and relates numerical representations among  
             numerals, sets of objects ad number names in range of  
             five to ten 
VI.A.(e).1 Shows understanding of and uses several positional words 
VI.(e)4 Uses directions to move through space and find places in space 
VI.A.(f)1 Compares continuous quantities using length, weight and  
              height 
VIII.A.1 Coordinates movements to perform simple tasks 

 
5. Farm Chore Obstacle Course 
 

Materials: Tag board, markers. 
Before beginning this activity; write numerals 1-5 on tag board. 
Draw simple picture clues on under the numerals. For example: For 
milking the cow-draw a cow or a milk carton. Place numerals, in order 
 1-5, around outdoor environment. Leave at least 10 feet between each 
numeral/clue signs. 

      1= Milking the cow- milking action 
      2= Feed the chickens-underhand tossing action 
      3= Move/toss hay with pitchfork-dig and pitch over shoulder 
      4= Slop the pigs- move like you are tossing a bucket of slop to pigs 
      5= Plow the fields- both hands in front of body pushing action 

All these actions will be performed while children are walking from one 
numeral to the next. 
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     Directions: 

1. Introduce this activity by telling children that they will be walking an  
obstacle course. 

2. Inform them that while on the course they will be acting out some  
farm chores. Remind children that chores are jobs that keep the  

3. Walk children through the course, pointing out the numerals and  
explaining the actions. Remember to use ordinal words. Numeral 1 , 
we will act like we are milking a cow, first. Demonstrate the actions. 
Explain to children that when they arrive at a different numeral, 
that their actions will change.  

4. After children have been walked through the course with  
explanations, have them go through the course reading the signs 

            as their reminders of actions. Call actions out to children if needed. 
     
           VPK Standards Addressed: 
           I.A.1Shows characteristics of good health to facilitate learning 
           I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
           II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
           III.D.3 Participates in group life of the class 
           III.B.3 Manages transitions 
           IV.A.2 Follows two and three step directions 
           IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meanings 
           V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
           VI.A.(a)6 Shows an understanding of and uses appropriate terms to 
                   describe ordinal positions 
           VI.A.(e)4 Uses directions to move through space and find places 
                        in space 
           VII.A.(b) Describes some people’s jobs and what is needed to  
                   perform them 
           VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
           VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 
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Music and Movement/Gross Motor 
Theme: Farm 

 
1. Farm Item Actions 
 

Materials: Realistic pictures of farm animals and farm related items 
Barn, plow, chicken, cow, overalls, hat, crops, silo, horse, cow, turkey, 
sheep, goat, tractor, hay, straw, rooster, coop, pasture etc. This activity  
can be done in a large group. 
 
Directions: 
1. Explain that in this activity children will be performing   
     actions/movements for the number of syllables in the pictured items. 
     For example: Cow= one      Rooster= two      Overalls=3 
2. Inform children of the actions that you want them perform. 

For example: Hop, stomp, touch shoulders etc. 
3. Show pictures. If the picture that you show is of overalls then tell  

children the action and then have them do that action for each 
syllable. For example: O-ver-alls= Hop for each syllable.  

4. Continue showing pictures and performing actions for each syllable. 
 
VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.A.3 Exhibits auditory ability to facilitate learning 
I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
III.D.1 Interacts easily with one or more children 
IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
V.A.2 Shows age appropriate phonological awareness 
VI.A.(a) 1 Demonstrates one to one correspondence 
VII.A.(b)2 Describes some people’s jobs and what it takes to perform  
           them 
VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 
VIII.A.2 Coordinates movements to perform simple tasks 
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2. Farm Animals Guess the Rhyme Game 
 
   Materials: Words to song written on chart paper 
                                     (Sung to- Six Little Ducks) 

I see some animals little and big 
A rooster, a turkey and a pig 

But the one on the farm that rhymes with now 
It is my favorite and it’s a cow 

 
Continue using other farm animals and rhymes: 

Coat-goat   
Course-horse 
Loose-goose 
Jeep-sheep 
Truck-duck 

Allow children to help invent actions for the rhyming animals 
 
   Directions: 

1. Read through song using “crisp pointing” technique. (Pointing to the 
first letter in each word). 

2. Ask children if they can ear any rhyming words in the song. 
3. Underline the rhyming words. 
4. Inform children that they can help determine the actions for the 

different animals in the song. 
5. Sing song again and encourage children to sing along. 
6. Continue activity by changing the rhymes and the actions. 

 
VPK Standards Addressed: 

   I.A.3 Exhibits auditory ability to facilitate learning 
   I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
   IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
   V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
   V.A.2 Shows age appropriate phonological awareness 
   VII.B.(a)2 Participates in group music experiences 
   VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement dance and drama 
   VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 
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3. Old McDonalds Says  
 
    Materials: none needed 
                                              Animals and Actions/Sounds 

Hop like a bunny 
Gallop like a horse 
Wallow like a pig 

Peck like a chicken 
Strut like a rooster 

Oink like a pig 
Neigh like a horse 

Moo like a cow 
Quack like a duck 

Cluck like a chicken  
 Crow like a rooster 

 
   Directions: 
1. This game is played like Simon Says. 

  2. Call out the actions to the children “Old McDonalds says waddle like a  
     duck.”  If you do not say “Old McDonald the children are not suppose 
     to do the action.” but if they do it’s O.K. Just remind them to listen for  
     the words “Old McDonald.” 
  3. Continue playing with different animal’s sounds and actions. 
  4. Invite children to be “Old McDonald” and call out the commands. 
 
     VPK Standards Addressed: 
     I.A.1 Exhibits auditory ability to facilitate learning 
     I.B.1 Shows that basic physical needs are meet 
     II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
     IV.A.1 Gains meaning by listening 
     IV.C.1 Shows an understanding of words and their meaning 
     VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
     VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 
     VIII.A.2 Coordinates movements to perform simple tasks 
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4. Old McDonald’s Parade 
  
    Materials: Farm animal masks or necklaces, musical instruments, CD    
    Player and upbeat music. Necklaces can be created from small paper  
    plates, yarn and farm animals pictures. Remember to remove necklaces   
   after activity- potential choking hazard. 
 
   Directions: 

1. Allow children to pick a mask/necklace that represents a farm animal. 
2. Have children choose an instrument. 
3. Ask children to line up according to their animal type. 
     For example: Pigs line up first, cows second, horses third and chickens  
     fourth. 
4. Start music and begin the parade, marching around the room or down 

the hall etc. 
 

VPK Standards Addressed: 
I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
II.A.1 Shows eagerness and curiosity as a learner 
III.D.3 Participates in the group life of the class 
VI.A.(a)6 Shows understanding of and uses appropriate terms to  
             describe ordinal positions 
VII.B.(a)2 Participates in group music experiences 
VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 

 
 
5. Wishy, Washy Pokey 
     
   Materials: Ms. Wishy, Washy book, animals masks/ necklaces (duck, cow  
    pig) or animals pictures on popsicle sticks. If you have the book you can  
    make copies of the animals for masks, necklaces or sticks. 
    Before beginning this activity create masks/necklaces or popsicle sticks 
    with characters (pig, duck, cow). Allow children to color them if you want. 
    Write words to song on chart paper. 
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The Wishy Washy Pokey- Tune of Hokey Pokey 
You put the cow in 

You take the cow out  
You put the cow in and 
You scrub it all about  

  (decide on your scrubing motion) 
You do the Wishy Washy  

And you turn yourself about 
That’s what it’s all about 

 
Continue with other animals 

 
Directions: 
1. Read the book Ms. Wishy Washy. 
2. Read through song using the crisp pointing technique. 

Ask children if words and/or tune is familiar to them. 
3. Allow children to choose an animal. 
4. Sing song and invite children to put the animal when it is sung during 
     the song.  
5. Continue activity allowing children to change animals. 
 
    VPK Standards Addressed: 
    I.A.1 Exhibits auditory ability to facilitate learning 
    I.B.3 Participates in physical fitness activities 
    II.C.1 Approaches tasks with flexibility and inventiveness 
    III.B.3 Manages transitions 
    III.D.3 Participates in the group life of the class    
    V.A.1 Shows motivation for reading 
    VI.A.(e)4 Uses directions to move through space and find places in   
             space 
    VII.B.(a)3 Participates in creative movement, dance and drama 
    VIII.A.1 Moves with balance and control 
    VIII.A.2 Coordinates movements to perform simple task 

                
 


